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We consider the Diffusion Process obtained by perturbing a dynamical system having a single 
equilibrium point x, by a fixed time-inhomogeneous Gaussian process whose intensity tends to 0 
at infinity. We establish criteria for the exit time from a neighborhood of x to be a.s. finite by 
linking this fact with the structure of the limit set at infinity. We are also able to compute this 
limit set for inhomogeneous Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes associated to linear systems. An 
application is given to simulated annealing. 
perturbed ynamical system * limit set * exit time * Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 
O. Introduction 
Let  b:Rm-> R m be a vector field such that there exists one globally stable point 
Xo for the equation 
y't=b(y,), yo=x (0.1) 
in the sense that for every x the solution y of the above ordinary equation exists 
for t e R + and is such that limt_,+~o yz = Xo. 
Suppose now that B is a m-dimensional Brownian motion and or:R+->R + a 
bounded measurable function. One can then consider the Stochastic Differential 
Equation (S.D.E.) 
dX,=b(X,)dt+or(t)dBt, Xo=x. (0.2) 
In this paper we investigate some questions connected with the asymptotic behaviour 
of the diffusion process X. Namely: 
1. For a given open set U containing Xo, let 7 be the exit time of X from U. Is 
it true that 
p~s{~. < +oo} = 1 ? 
2. Which is the limit set of (X,(to))t as t--> +oo ? 
Of course the answers to these two questions will depend on or, and more precisely 
on the speed at which or(t) tends to 0 as t--> +oo (the answers are obvious if or is 
bounded from below by a positive constant). 
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In Section 1 we show how questions 1 and 2 are naturally related whereas in 
Sections 2 and 3 we are able to determine the limit set of X when b is linear and 
then (0.2) is the S.D.E. of an inhomogeneous Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. 
Question 1 above has a close connection with the following problem 
Let f :  R m ~ R be a smooth function such that limlxl_,+~ f (x )  = +oo and having a finite 
number of relative minima, some of them being absolute. Let us consider the S.D.E. 
dX, = -g radf (Xt )  dt + o-(t) dB,, Xo=x,  
~r and B being as above; what can be said about the asymptotic behaviour of Xt(oJ) 
for t ~ +oo? In particular is it possible that, for a suitable choice of o-, 
(1) (X,), converges as t~ +oo to an absolute minimum of fa .s .  ? 
(2) the set of absolute minima o f f  is not disjoint from the limit set of (X,), as 
t~+oo ? 
(3) (X,)t converges in distribution to a probability law which is concentrated on 
the set of absolute minima of f ? 
This technique of global optimization (sometimes referred to as the annealing 
algorithm) has already been suggested by several authors: D. Geman, S. Geman,. 
B. Gidas, C.-R. Hwang, among others, both in the discrete and continuous time 
context. 
S. Geman and C.-R. Hwang in particular prove in [7] that, in a situation close 
to the one described above, under suitable assumptions on f, if cr(t) ~ c(log t) -~/2, 
then there exists a constant Co large enough such the answer to question (3) is 
positive for c > Co. 
It is however also of interest o have information about the pathwise behaviour 
of X as t ~ +oo. In Section 4 we build an example for which the questions above 
are answered and more information on Co is given. 
1. Exit time and asymptotic behaviour 
Throughout his paper we set ~ = c£(R+, R m) the space of continuous trajectories 
on R m endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compact intervals, 
Xt:(g->R m defined by Xt (w)=w(t ) ,d~ the Borel o-field of C~,d~= 
cr(X,, s<~ u <~ t), Ot : r£__> c£ the translation operators defined by Xs( O,w) = w( t + s). 
Let X=(~, .~, (d~) ,>~, (X , ) ,P  ~s) be the canonical realisation of the non- 
homogeneous diffusion process associated to the differential generator in R m 
0 2 O 
L=½E a , j ( t ,x ) - -  ~E b,(~,x) . 
Ox, axj i axi 
Let U c R m be a connected open set, ~" the exit time of X from U and for every 
we ~ let us denote by C(w)  the limit set (in Rm U{~}) of (Xt(w)), for t--> +oo. 
Let us denote a(t, x) = (a~j(t, x))M, b(t, x) = (b~(t, x))~. We make the following 
assumptions: 
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(/-/1) a and b are locally Lipschitz continuous in x uniformly for t in a compact 
interval. 
(/-/2) the matrix a(t, x) is strictly positive definite uniformly for (t, x) ~ [0, T] xR m 
for every T> 0. 
(/-/3) U has a c~2 boundary. 
Proposition 1.1. Under assumptions ( H~), ( H2), ( H3), for every s> 0 and x ~ U, 
(a) P"S{w; C(w)c U}>0 implies P~{~=+oo}>0,  
(b) P~*{w; C(w)c~ 0 c #0} = 1 implies P~'~{~=+oo}=O. 
Proof. We suppose s = 0. Part (b) is obvious. Conversely define s /= (w; C(w) c U} 
and suppose that p~O(~) > 0. For T> 0 we define 
C~r = {Xt ~ U for every t > T}, G = 1%, Gr  = 1 ~ = G o 0r, 
~T={Xt~ U for everyO<-..t<<- T}={~> T}, Ht=l~eT. 
If w ~ ~ then obviously w ~ ~Or for some T> 0; thus for T large enough p~O(~Or) >
0 and by the Markov property 
0< p,~O( ~gT) = E,~O[ G o Or]= E~O[ EXT.r[ G]]" 
Since XT has a density under p~O, the function 4~(Y)= EY'r[G] is measurable 
and positive on a set of positive Lebesgue measure. Now if/~ is the transition density 
of the diffusion 3~ obtained by killing X at the exit from U, then/~(0, T, x, y) > 0 
for every T> 0 by the Strong Maximum Principle (see e.g. [1, Lemma 2.1] and [3, 
Corollary 1, page 83] 
p~O{ ~ = +oo} = p~O(~r c~ ~r )  = E~°[ Hr" G o Or] = E~°[ nrEx~r[ G]] 
= E~°[ 1~,> r}EX"r[ G]] = f 4~(Y)/~(0, T, x, y) dy > 0 
J 
which completes the proof. 
2. The one-dimensional Gaussian case 
In this section we set m = 1, b(x)  = -Ax ,  U = ] - r l ,  r2[, A, r~, r2 being positive real 
numbers. Equation (0.2) then becomes 
d~t=-A~tdt+or(t)dB, ~o-'X, x~U, (2.1) 
where B= (12, 3~, (~;,),, (Bt)t, P) is a standard Brownian motion fixed from now on. 
As is well-known equation (2.1) can be explicitly solved by 
~t =e-~x+e -At e~Scr(s) dBs. 
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If we set a(t)= o'2(t), then by a time change argument there exists a Brownian 
motion/3 such that 
Io ' eAScr(s) dB~ =/3A, 
where 
At = e2ASa(s) ds. 
From now on we suppose o-(t)>0 for every t>0,  so that t~At  is strictly 
increasing. We denote by ¢(t) its inverse mapping. 
Since, for every x ~ U, e-Atx-* 0 for t-, +oo, (~,(~0)), has the same limit points at 
infinity as (e-^tfla,(to)), or (e-a¢(t)flt)t. 
In this section we investigate the limit points of (e-~'")/3,(o~))t a infinity and 
relate them to the asymptotic behaviour of tr. The main idea is that if e -a('")) --- const. 
(t log log t)-1/2 then the limit set may be derived by the Iterated Logarithm Law 
(see e.g. [4, Section 3.3]). 
Let us denote 
L(t) = log log t, {k(t) = 2x~TE(t). (2.2) 
As is easily checked ~b is a strictly increasing function; let ~b -1 be its inverse. 
Let f, g be functions R+-~ R +. By the notation f~g or f ( t )~  g(t) throughout this 
paper we shall mean that f(t)/g(t)-~ 1 for t-* +oo. In the same way f= o(g) will 
mean thatf(t)/g(t)~O for t~+oo. 
Proposition 2.1. ck-~( y) = ( y2/2)g( y) where g( y) ~ 1/ L( y). 
ProoL For every e > 0 and for large x one has 
(2x) 1/(2-~) ~ ~b(x) t> (2x) 1/2 
and then 
ly2-~ ~ (~-l(y) ~ly2, 
so that, if g(y) = 2tk-l(y)y -2, 
y-'<~ g(y)<~ 1
for large y and g is bounded. Moreover, 
y2~ ~ ,/2 
y= d~(~b-l(y)) = (2ck-l( y)L( ck-l( y) ) ) 1/2= y ( g( y)L( g( y) -~ ] ] , 
and then, by (2.3), 
(2.3) 
1 1 
g(Y)=£,t ( )/2)-'g'y'y2"-" L(y)" 
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A direct computation gives 
1 
so that 
d 1 
dy Ck-'(Y)= ck,(dp-,(y)) L(tk-l(y)) + [log( ~b-l(y))] -~ 
and since L(df~(y)) -.- L(y) by Proposition 2.1 it is clear that 
O, 
d tk_a(y).., y (2.4) 
dy L(y)" 
Now let a, a be strictly positive measurable functions from R + to R + and define 
°Io A, = e2A~a(s) ds, 
A,= e2X*ti(s) ds. 
Then the following proposition holds. 
Prolmsition 2.2. (a) If a(s).--~(s) and lim,..+oo A, = +oo then A,~-A,. 
(b) I f  
c 
a(s) 
log s 
then 
A, -q~ ~e ] "2A logt"  
Proof. (a) comes from the L'Hospital rule since from the assumptions A, is 
unbounded. By the same argument, in order to have A, -.- ck-l(ke ~') it is sufficient hat 
dt  --~-~ 4~-1(k = 4~-' (k eA')RA e x', 
which by (2.4) is equivalent to 
d Ak 2 e TM 
d t At "" log t 
since L(k e x') ~ log t. From 
d "~ A,=e2a'a(t) 
one finally gets 
a( t )~ 
Ak 2 
log t 
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Lemma 2.3. Let 0 : R +-* R+ be an increasing function such that for some a > 0 and 
for every k > O, if Ok(s) = d/( ks ) , then Ok " k" d/ at infinity. Let g, h be positive functions 
such that limt.,+~ g( t) = limt~,+oo h(t) = +oo. Then 
(a) i f  g ~-- h then d/ o h ~ @ o h, 
(b) / fg=o(h)  thenOog=o(Ooh) .  
Proof. For every e > 0 one has, for large t, 
(1 -e )h( t )< g( t )< (1 + e)h(t),  
@(( 1 - e)h(  t) < d/(g( t)) < d/((1 + e)h(  t)), 
(1 -e ) (1 -e )~d/ (h ( t ) )< @(g(t)) < (1 +e)(1 +e)'~d/(h(t)), 
which proves (a), e being arbitrary. The proof of (b) is similar. 
Proposition 2.4. (a) I f  tr( t) --- k/vr~g t then 
e_A,(,).., k 1 
4A ,~(t)" 
(b) I f  t r ( t )=o( l /x /~g t) then 
e -;~'(t)  - -  o 
(c) I f  1/x/~g t=o(o'(t)) then 
1 
_ 
d~ being as in (2.2). 
ProoL (a)From Proposition 2.2(b), 
-1 k 
and from Lemma 2.3, applying @ to both sides, 
k 4, k k 1 
@(A, ) -~e , ~( t ) - - -~e  A'('), e -~ ' ( * ) "~ q)(t)" 
(b) The statement is obvious if A, is bounded; otherwise tr(t) = o( I /V~g t) implies 
a( t )=o( I / logt )  and by the L'Hospital rule and Proposition 2.2(b)A,= 
o(~-'((I/x/A) e~')) and again 
(~(A,) = o e A' (~(t) = o(e~'(')), e-A'(*) = o 
A similar argument proves (c). 
We are now able to give a precise description of the limit set C(to) of (~,(to)), 
for t-)+oo (remembering that ~ depends on the starting point x). 
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Corollary 2.5. (a) I f  or(t) ~ k/x/'~g t then 
C (to) = ,~2' P-a. s. for every, x ~ U. 
(b) l f  or(t)=o(1/xffog t) then 
C(to) = {0} P-a.s. for every x e U. 
(c) I f  1 / x/~g t = o(or(t)) then 
C(to) = R P-a.s. for every x e U. 
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Proof. Easy consequence of Proposition 2.4 and of the iterated logarithm law. 
Putting together Corollary 2.5 and Proposition 1.1 we obtain the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 2.6. (a) I f  lim~..+oo or(t) x/~g t < ~ min(r l '  r2), then 
P{¢ < +co} < 1 for  every x ~ U. 
(b) I f  lim,_~+oo r(t)x/~g t >x/Amin(r l ,  r2), then 
P{~" < +co} = 1 for every x ~ U. 
Let X = (cg, ~ ,  (~ff~)t~s, (X,)t, px.s) be the canonical realisation of the Diffusion 
Process associated to equation (2.1). In this section we j~st proved that if or behaves 
suitably at +co then p,~O{~ =+co} > 0 (Corollary 2.6(a)). The same arguments also 
yield that, under the same hypothesis, P~{~ = +oo}> 0 for every s > 0. In the two 
last statements of this section we shall show that there exists a > 0 (depending on 
x), such that P~'~{¢ = +co} >I a > 0 for every s > 0. o 
Let ~:R+-->R +be such that 0< t~(t)<~ or(t) for every t>0 and ~ the solution of 
d~t = -A~t dt + ~(t) dBt, ~o = x. 
Let ~ be the exit time of ~ from U = ] - rl, r2[, I" and ~' respectively the exit times 
of ~ and ~ from ] - r ,  r[, where r = min (rl, !"2). 
Proposition 2.7. I f  Ix[ < r then 
P{T = +co} ~< P{~ = +co}. 
ProoL If ~(t) = i f ( t )  2 and ~, is the solution of 
~t-~,  0o=0,  
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then by an usual time change argument (see e.g. [10, Section IV.4]), if rh = (~,,, 77 
solves 
drh = -A,,~t + o'(t) d/~,, 
/~ being again a Brownian motion. 
Since a(t) >I 5(0 for every t> O, it is easy to check that ~ ~ 1 for every t. I fwe set 
y,--I,,I 2, x,=lC, 
by Ito's formula there exist two Brownian motions/3 <1) and/3 <2) such that 
dy, = (-2Ay,~, + a(t)) dt + 2yV 2 tr( t ) d/3~ a), 
dxt=(-2Axt+a(t))dt+2xl/Zor(t)d/3  2), yo=xo=lxl. 
Since ( -X0 :  + a(t)) <~ (-Xz + a(t)) for every z > 0, t > 0, standard comparison 
theorems (see e.g. [10, Theorem VI.I.1) allow us to state that there exists a process 
37, equivalent to y, such that 
37~(~o) ~< x,(o~) for every t > 0. 
Thus, for every p > 0, 
P(sup I ,1< P{sup I ,1< p}, 
t~O t~>0 
and, setting p =r, 
P(4= +oo} t> P{ ~'= +oo} = P(sup I tl < r} >I P{C= +oo}. 
t~>o 
Corollary 2.8. I f  or is a non-increasing function then for every Ix I < r, s >i 0 
e~'~{r =+oo} t> p~°{z' = +oo} 
and in particular there exists ot > 0 such that 
P~{ z = +oo} >I a > O. 
Proof. It is an immediaate consequence of Proposition 2.7, since under P~: if 
Yt = Xt+~, Y is a solution of 
dYt = -AYt  dt+o'(t+s) dB,, Yo=x 
and cr(t+s)<~cr(t) for every t>O. 
Remark. As an interesting by-product of the preceding arguments we wish to point 
out the following which, however, is not related to our main problem. 
Choose or so that 
(a) cr is not in L2(R+), 
(b) cr(t)=o(1/x/log t). 
For instance cr(t)=l / logt  will do. Then by Corollary 2.5(b) for every 
x, lim,_,+oo ~t = 0. 
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However, it is easy to see by a time change argument that t--> ~ or(s) dBs has no 
pointwise limit at infinity, since cr is not square integrable. 
Thus ~ provides an example of a convergent semi-martingale, whose martingale 
and finite variation components do not converge. Other examples of this 
phenomenon may be found in [9]. 
3. The muRidimensional Gaussian case 
In this section we shall suppose that equation (0.2) takes the form 
d~,=-b~,dt+cr ( t )  dB ,  Go=X, (3.1) 
where b is a symmetric positive definite matrix and B an m-dimensional Brownian 
motion. Equation (3.1) has the explicit solution 
Io ~t =e-btx+e-bt  ebscr(s) dBs. (3.2) 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that cr(s) --- (2/log s) 1/2. Then for every x a.s. (~,), is compact 
in R m and has the ellipse C = { y ~ Rm, ½ ( by, y ) <~ 1} as limit set for t --> +oo. 
The theorem is an extension of Corollary 2.5 and will be a consequence of 
Propositions 3.5 and 3.7 below. If m > 1 it is not possible by time change to apply 
the classical iterated logarithm law. Our proof, however, follows the main ideas of 
the usual proof of the I.L.L. 
We shall make use repeatedly of the well-known estimate 
[ P{ sup IB, I> R}~<exp (3.3) 
O~t~l  
for every e > 0 and R large enough. By time change this implies 
/ I 1 I R }>~ (12~R2 ]P{ sup IB, I>R}--P sup ~Btr  ~<exp 
O~t~T LO~t~l  
for every e > 0 and if R/x/-T is large enough. 
Let us set 
Io Yt = ebScr(s) dBs. 
Obviously from (3.2) the limit points at infinity of (gt), and (e -b' Yt), coincide. By 
an orthogonal change of coordinates we may suppose that b is diagonal with 
eigenvalues 0~ al <~ • • • <~ A= and then (by, y) =Y~ aiyT. 
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Lemma 3.2. For every 8 > 0 let us set V8 = {y; ½ ~ AO '2/> 1 + 8}. Then for every c > 0 
there exists no = no(to) such that e-"~b Y,,~ f~ V~ for n> no a.s. 
Proof. Y~ is normally distributed with mean 0 and covariance matrix given by 
where Ai(t) = S~ e2":a(s) ds. By Proposition 2.2, Ai(t) ~ eE":/Ai log t. Thus for every 
e > 0 and t large enough, by a change of variables and (3.4), 
p{e-b, y t~v~}<A' ' ' 'Am( l °gt ) " /2  f exp[_½( l _e )~AO,21ogt ]dy  
<~ const exp[-(1 - e)(1 + 8) log t]. 
If e is such that (1 - e)(1 + 8) = a > 1 then, for large n, 
P{e-b"*Y,,,E Vs} <<. - -  
const 
r/a 
and the Borel-Cantelli lemma completes the proof. 
Let us define 
Z, = sup 
nc~t~(n+l)c 
le-~' y,- e-~"~ y~ l" 
Lemma 3.3. For every e > 0 there exists c~ > 0 such that for every c < c~ there exists 
no = no(tO) such that Z,  (to) <~ e for n > no a.s. 
Proof. Let us fix i, 1 ~< i <~ m. Then 
le-~: Y,(t)- e-~'"~ Y,(nc)l-< l(e-~:- e -~'"~) Y,(nc)l+e-~'"clY,(t)- Y,(nc)l. 
For nc<~t<<-(n+l)c the first term on the right is bounded by (1 -e  -A: ) 
• since by the previous lemma le-~,"~Y,(nc)l is bounded, c may be 
chosen close enough to 1 so that 
sup I(e-~:-e-~,"D Y~(nc)[<~ 
nc~t~(n+l)c 2m 
Moreover there exists a Brownian motion fl such that 
Yi( t ) -  Yi(nc) = fl(Ai( t ) ) - f l (A i (nc)) .  
A careful handling of Proposition 2.2(b) gives 
e-2~'"C[Ai((n+ 1)c)-Ai(nc)]---  1 (eel :_  1)" 
Ai log n 
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Thus if ~,=~(t+A~(nc) ) - f l (A i (nc) ) ,  by (3.4), 
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O,(n)= Plt.,,~,~,,~(,,+,)~sup e-~,"~[ Yi(t) - Y/(nc)[ > e~ } 
=P{o.~,.~A,( st~P((._,)c)I'(t)[>'~meA'"Q 
[ , ] 
~ exp - 2 4m2[Ai((n + 1)c) - A~(nc)l 
[ ' e~' ] 
~ exp -2  m2(e2A,~_ 1) log n . 
If c is small enough, ½e2Ai/m2(e2"," - 1) e a > 1 and O~(n) is summable in n. Since 
m 
e{z .>e}~ Y. 0,(n), 
i= l  
the Borel-eantelli lemma completes the proof. 
Putting together Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 we easily get 
Proposition 3.5. A.s. (~t)t is relatively compact in R m and its limit set for t-~+oo is 
contained in C. 
Lemma 3.6. I f  y ~ R m is such that ½ ~ ALVT = 1 - a < 1, then for every vl > 0 there exists 
c, 7 > 0 such that, if c > cn, 
P{I e-b'~ Y.~- yl < ~ infinitely often{ = 1. 
Proof. Let us set 
Wn =e-b"c[ Ync- Y(n--1)c]-  
Since the process Y has independent increments. { W.}. is a sequence of independent 
r.v.; moreover W. has normal density f .  with mean 0 and a diagonal covariance 
matrix with eigenvalues 
e_2A,.C[A~(nc)_Ai((n_l)c)] ~ 1 (l_e_2,,c) 
Ai log n 
and then for every e > 0 for large n, since A1 ~< Ai for every/, 
f,,(z) ~ A1 " ' "  Atom(log n) m/2 [ (1.+ e)log n 
(2,rr) /2(1+~) exPL 2(1--e--='~,~) (bz, z) ] , 
so that if Vn = {z; lY - zl < vl} and ~ is small enough, for large n, 
inf £ (z )  ~ exp (1 +._e)(1-~/2) log n ] .  
~ v,, 1 - -  e -2"~' 
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Now choose e small and c large enough so that 
( l+e)  ( l -a )= 1 -27<1.  
1 - -e  -2x~c 
Thus, for large n, 
S const P{ lW. -y [< 77}= f,,(z)>~ ~_~ 
v, n 
and, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, 
P{ IV, • V, infinitely often} = 1. 
Now to complete the proof it is enough to remark that 
le-b"  yl <. l Wo - Yl + le-b"  
Indeed since 
[ e-bn~ Y(n-1)c] -~-  e-b~le-b("-l)c Y<.-1)cl 
(3.5) 
and, by Lemma 3.2, le -b("-l)c Y(n-1)~[ is bounded by some constant not depending 
on to for n large enough a.s., the last term in (3.5) may be rendered small for large 
n by choosing c large. 
Lemma 3.6 easily implies the following: 
Proposition 3.7. Every x in C is a limit point of (e -bt Yt)t for t--> +oo a.s. 
Now let U c R m be a donnected, bounded, smooth open set containing the origin, 
r the exit time from U, X = (~, M, (./,l~),~>s, (Xt)t, px, s) the canonical realization of 
the diffusion process associated to equation (3.1) 
Theorem 3.7. Let m =miny~oC ½(by, y). Then 
(a) I f  tr(s) = o(1/x/~g s) then P~'°{r = +oo} > 0 for every x • U. 
(b) I f  1/x/~'g s = o(o'(s)) then P"°{r = +oo} = 0 for every x • U. 
(c) / f  o-(s) - v~k/x/1- '~ then two possibilities may occur: 
(cl) / fk<x/ -m then PX'°{r = +oo} > O for every x•  U, 
(c2) / f  k > ~ then PX'°{r = +oo} = 0 for every x • U. 
Proof. If ~r(s) = o(1/vq-og s) then, by Proposition 2.2(b), lim,_.+~o Xi(t) = 0 for every 
i P~'°-a.s. for every x. Thus 0 is the only limit point of (Xt)t at infinity PX'°-a.s. for 
every x and statement (a) follows from Proposition 1.1. A similar argument proves 
(b). 
If tr(s) "...x/2k/.vr~g s then, by Theorem 3.1, Ck = {y: ½ (by, y)) <~ k 2} is the limit 
set of (Xt)t for t->+oo P~'°-a.s. for every x. If k2<m then Ck c U and if kE>m 
then Ck c~ UC# 0. We may now apply Proposition 1.1. 
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Remark. The results of this section suggest the following conjecture in a natural way. 
Let f :  R m -, R be a smooth function having just one absolute minimum Xo which 
is moreover such that for every x, if O is the solution of 
O't = -grad f(~b,), ~o = x, 
then limt-~+oo Ot= Xo. Let ~ be the solution of 
d~t = -grad f(~,) d t+ or(t) dBt, ~o = x. 
Conjecture. I f  ½o'2(s) - 1/log s then (~,(to), has {y;f(y)<~f(xo)+ 1} as limit set for 
t--> +oo a.s.  
Indeed Theorem 3.1 gives a positive answer when f(y)=½(by, y) and then, by a 
suitable change of coordinates, when f is polynomial of degree two (and satisfies 
the above stated assumptions). 
4. Applications 
Let f be a smooth function as in Figure 1 where fo and fl are parabolas and f 
coincides with f~ on ]-oo, a2] and with fo on [a3, +cO[, SO that g radf  is linear on 
each of the above indicated half-lines. We shall suppose that fo is explicitly given 
by fo(X) =½A(X- Xo) 2. 
Let ~: and Ki, i = 0, 1, respectively be the solutions of 
and 
d~:t =-gradf(~:t)  dt+or(t)  dB,, ~o=X, 
dsri(t) = -grad f~ (~:t) dt + tr(t) dB,, 
x=( % 
x, =(% (x,),, p s), 
respectively the associated realizations. 
Let us set 
i -0 ,  1, 
• o(W) = exit time from ]-oo, a2[ of trajectory w, 
~'~(w) = exit time from [a3, +oo[ of trajectory w. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
The uniqueness theorem for the law of a diffusion process on an open set (or a 
manifold) allows to state that p~,s and p~,s coincide on the or-field ~o whereas P'~S 
and P~ coincide on .a~,, which means intuitively that ~ "agree with ~1 on]-oo, a2] 
and with ~o on [a3, +co[". 
Let be z e ]a3, Xo] and m~ =fl(z)-f~(xl) (see Figure 1). 
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Proposition 4.1. Suppose m~ < too. I f  or(t) "-'x/2k/x/~g t with m~ < k< mo, then the 
limit set of  (Xt)t as t - ,+oo is given by 
~k +~k 1 Ck={Y;fo(y)<~k2} = Xo x/~,  oX --~j 
P~°-a.s. for every x. Moreover 
X,  ~---~--~ 6,,0 as t ~ +oo. 
Finally there exists no function cr:R+~ R + which is comparable at infinity with t 
(log t) -1/z and such that 
p~o{ lira Xt = Xo} = 1. 
t ....~ "F oO 
Sketch of the proof. (For a detailed proof see Baldi [2].) The idea is that, with the 
given choice of or, after a finite number of oscillations the process X will stay in 
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]a3, +oo[. Indeed from ]-oo, a2] the process will enter ]a3, +oo[ with probability 1, 
whereas, once in ]a3, +oo[ it will not get out with strictly positive probability. To 
make this argument rigorous define the following sequence of topping times: 
t~l = hitting time in z, 
OrE = inf{ t > or1, X, = a2}, 
0"3 = inf{t > tr2, Xt = z}, 
o~2i = in f{ t  > 0r2i- -1,  X t ---- d2} ,
o'2i+1 = inf{t > tr2,, X, = z}, 
Standard applications of the strong Markov formula yield, for every x, s, 
{o'2, < +oo} = {o'2,+1 < +oo} P~'S-a.s., P~{o'2, < +oo} <~ (1 - a) '  
for some a > 0, which easily allows us to conclude that P'~S-a.s. X,(to)e ]a3, +oo[ 
for every t > to(O~). 
Thus, modulo an application of the strong Markov property, one can suppose 
that the diffusion processes X and Xo share the same behaviour for large t. The 
results of Section 2 then determine the limit set of X as t-~ +oo. Also the convergence 
in distribution follows, being straightforward for Xo. 
As for the last statement, it is easy to see from the results of Section 2 that to 
have a.s. convergence one should have cr(t)= o((log 0 -1/2) as t--> +oo, but in this 
case if the starting point is in ]-oo, a2[ with positive probability X will stay forever 
in the well around Xl. 
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